
ACT Science

CONFLICTING VIEWPOINTS AND TIPS FOR THE SCIENCE 

SECTION



What is Conflicting Viewpoints?

 This passage is not like the other science passages on the test. Instead of 

giving you graphs and tables to analyze, it has you compare different 

hypotheses to one another

 This passage is easy to spot because it doesn’t have as much data as the 

other passages and is just text. Sometimes, you might get a picture of the 

experiment the hypotheses are referring to. 

 The key to doing these types of passages is to switch gears back to 

reading. Since most of this passage is reading about an experiment and 

comparing the hypotheses, you will want to use a similar strategy as the 

reading passages.

 Be mindful of time! You still want to stay around 5 mins on this passage. At 

most, spend 6:30min on this passage. 



Dissecting 

Conflicting 

Viewpoints

Understanding the layout of this passage type 

can help you approach it in a manner that 

saves you time and gives you better 

accuracy. As you learn about the layout think 

about how you can effectively tackle this 

passage. We can talk about a strategy on a 

personal level during independent work. 

 Introduction

 Picture (Sometimes)

 Hypothesis/Scientist/ Student 1,2,3 etc

 Always 7 questions



Introduction



Picture

Sometimes you will get a picture, but most of the time you will not. In this case, 

they gave us a picture to reference to. Pay attention to how the viewpoints 

relate back to the picture.



Different 

Viewpoints

This could be any of 

the following

• Hypothesis

• Scientists

• Students 1,2,3, etc.



Question Types

One Viewpoint

 These questions ask about just one of 
the viewpoints in the passage. It could 
be information straight from the 
viewpoint or information straight from 
the introduction. Go back to whatever 
viewpoint it is asking about first. If the 
answer isn’t there, read the 
introduction for more information. 

Question from 61C



Question Types

Consistency with a Viewpoint

 Think back to our Consistency 

Question Type. In this case, they ask 

you if a hypothesis or fact is consistent 

with a viewpoint. Look over the 

viewpoint the question is referring to 

again and see if it is consistent or not.

Question from 64E



Question Types

Which Viewpoint supports a 

fact or claim?

 These questions want you to take a 
piece of information the question is 
giving you and decide which 
viewpoint either supports it or does 
NOT support it. Go through the 
viewpoints and decide if the 
viewpoint agrees or disagrees with the 
statement. Check them off as you go 
to help you keep track of them. 

Question from 61C



Question Types

Comparing Viewpoints

 These questions ask about the 
difference between certain 
viewpoints

 A tip for these questions is to look at 
the answer choices and let them 
guide you to the right answer. There 
are usually true and false statements in 
them. 

 Be careful not to mix up the 
viewpoints!

Question from 59F



Practice Time!





Tips and Tricks

 If you struggle with timing, try to go to the questions first

 Process of elimination is your friend

 It is an open book test!

 Write information off to the side

 Give yourself a chance to understand the graph/table

 If CVP takes a long time, do it last

 Use Keywords when you don’t know what to look at

 Don’t bet caught up in the subject matter

 Practice, Practice, Practice!!!


